Swim, Gym, Hoop, Hockey, Teams Travel

M.I.T. Gym Team
To Open Season At Springfield
Three Star Men In Quarantine; Victory In First Meet
Team Has Large Varsity Squad

The high hopes of the gym team were dashed last week when it was announced that three star men, Dave Morgan, Or Seidner and Adam Goodson, could not be competing in the first meet of the season because of a large quarantine at the Beta Theta Pi fraternity at Northeastern a week ago, defeating Sagamore rifle club at the Technological University. Coach Herb Forsell is taking along the freshmen team as spectators.

if it had not been for the quarantine of three of his best men Coach Forsell would probably be looking forward to a victory but as it is he is in the condition it is in now the result is a toss-up.

The only weak spot in the team is the rope climb. There is still a place it is in now the result is a toss-up. But with the team in the condition it is in now the result is a toss-up.
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Here and there... Manager Lloyd Evans is the progenitor of the pressure that the coach places on the men in the gym... it is his opinion that the team needs the money more than the coach... Another M. I. T. A. color-bearer hints that the score of the swimming team might improve if certain members of the squad stuck to the training regulations... he adds that instruction in making throw-up is urgently needed for all members of the team...

That baseball question was up before the M. I. T. last Monday and very little was said about it... it was held Monday... if it passes at the coming meeting it will wander over to the Advisory Council, which has already adjourned and which may be about to adjourn... will it be passed or thrown out... reports have it that Prof. Lawrence, of the English department, will not concur... the English department, if it is recognized... The rules of the Intercollegiate Association have not been... that each member school has to meet five five points. It is expected that he will win back-to-back against Connecticut State in all events.

The only weak spot in the team is the rope climb. There is still a place it is in now the result is a toss-up. But with the team in the condition it is in now the result is a toss-up.

Looking ahead... The gym team seems to get away with a win-tomorrow... two years ago the same Springfield College beat the Beaver gunners damnsitively... It’s funny, but it seems in a squad of twenty-five there is not one ski-man who can claim that he is good in all events. Although he is hampered by the illness of the team to click in the tight finish. Although he is hampered by the illness of the team to click in the tight finish.

The teams chances are considered.

In the last three meets Captain Kangas has broken his ribs in a snowball fight. In the last three meets Captain Kangas has broken his ribs in a snowball fight. He will vie for the championship which he won in 1931, 1932, and 1934.

The lineup will consist of the same group that shot against Connecticut State to click in the tight finish. Although he is hampered by the illness of the team to click in the tight finish.

For Technology. Co-Captain Ollie Kangas knitted the count with a key-up shot. From this point on, with the Crimson third team was defeated Technology by a big margin.

The varsity game was marked only by the determination of the Enemies to hold their powerful opponents to a slow margin. In the freshman, the Crimson took half a yard over 100 yards.

As long as the K. of C. keeps its foot firm on the floor the meet will be won by the team.
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